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                                                     Gasly rues costly floor damage from Ocon collision            The pair touched at the restart following the early red flag, with Gasly losing what the team later estimated as around 33 points of downforce, which equates to a potential lap time impact of up to 0.7-0.9 seconds.Ocon also suffered Read More
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                                                     BMW changes wheel rims on M4 GT3 after cracks and accidents            BMW Motorsport boss Andreas Roos has revealed that it has ditched the problematic wheel rims supplied by Rimstock in favour of products from German auto parts maker BBS.While Rimstock filed for bankruptcy last year, which “played a role” in BMW’s Read More
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                                                     Alpine and Williams pursue Mercedes-inspired F1 front wing idea            The design centres around how the flaps connect to the endplate and how that can be used to amplify the outwash effect that’s being generated.This is something that the regulations for this newer generation of cars was supposed to limit, Read More
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                                                     Kostecki "trying to find my feet again" on Supercars test return            The 26-year-old ended his three-month absence from behind the wheel of his Erebus-run Chevrolet Camaro at Winton Motor Raceway on Wednesday, completing a full day's testing.Kostecki has sat out the opening two rounds (and six races) of the season and Read More
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                                                     Full starting orders for the 2024 Isle of Man TT revealed            McGuinness, who turns 52 this month, already confirmed his returned to the TT for 2024 late last year as he continues with the official Honda team.The TT legend will lead the field away on his Fireblade CBR1000RR-R in the Superbike, Read More
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                                                     Mercedes could never 'abandon’ current car for F1 2026 head start            The German manufacturer is facing up to the reality that it has still not mastered its understanding of the latest ground-effect regulations, with its W15 not producing the Red Bull-challenging form hoped for.In fact, Mercedes has admitted that its 2024 Read More
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                                                     2024 MotoGP Americas Grand Prix – How to watch, session times & more            Marc Marquez is the most successful rider at the Circuit of the Americas, having won the race seven times since it joined the MotoGP calendar in 2013. Alex Rins, now at Yamaha, and Ducati's Enea Bastianini, are the only other riders Read More
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                                                     The inside story of what really makes four IndyCar greats tick            The Catalan, who was born in Pals near Barcelona, has enjoyed a remarkably lengthy and varied racing career – which included a couple of Formula 1 tests for Prost in 2001 – but he’s best remembered for his Champ Car World Read More
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                                                     Which circuits are on both the F1 and MotoGP calendars?            Race tracks are often used across different motorsport championships, but only five Grade 1 tracks currently host the pinnacles of four- and two-wheeled sport: F1 and MotoGP.   Many more have been used for both championships in the past - so what Read More
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                                                     Ilott substituting for Malukas for Indianapolis 500 Open Test            A 25-year-old Briton, Ilott was confirmed by the team on Tuesday afternoon, noting he will take part in both Indianapolis 500 test days on April 10 and 11. He will be joined by Pato O’Ward, Alexander Rossi and 2021 NASCAR Read More
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                                                     Vasser Sullivan fielding two GTD entries for Long Beach            With the GTD Pro category not competing at the 1.968-mile, 11-turn temporary street circuit, Vasser Sullivan opted to adjust its driver lineup for the pair of Lexus RC F GT3 machines.Jack Hawksworth, fresh off a win at the Twelve Hours Read More
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                                                     CHANCE TO WIN! A Dream Weekend in Miami            Sponsored by   The MoneyGram Miami Dream Weekend with the MoneyGram Haas F1 Team offers US race fans the chance to not only win two Champions Club tickets to this incredible event, but also all airfares and accommodation, team gear, autographed caps Read More
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                                                     Vasseur: No guarantee that Ferrari F1 tyre issues are resolved            Last year tyre management over race stints was a major weakness for Ferrari, with a lack of consistency across stints and from set to set.The SF-24 has been competitive over long runs at the first four events of the season, Read More
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                                                     The ‘real’ race debate sparked by Vinales’ historic MotoGP sprint win            Coming into the 2024 MotoGP season, three riders stood on the edge of making history: Vinales was one with Aprilia, Alex Rins with Yamaha and Jack Miller with KTM are the others.All grand prix winners already with two manufacturers (Vinales Read More
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                                                     NASCAR: "We need to work harder" on short track package            The issue has been especially apparent on the three tracks 1-mile in length or less in which the package has been used so far in 2024 – Phoenix, Richmond and this past weekend at Martinsville.While some drivers have noted some Read More
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                                                     Red Bull's inner F1 cooling secrets explained            While its super small sidepod inlets, and eye-opening undercut, are the most visually grabbing elements, there is a lot of detailed work that has gone into bringing the entire package together to deliver the required cooling and aero needs.This has Read More
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                                                     FIA confident of “collaborative solutions” to WRC teams' 2025 concerns            WRC teams Toyota, Hyundai and M-Sport-Ford collectively penned a letter to the world motorsport governing body last week expressing a desire for the current Rally1 technical regulations to remain in place until the end of 2026.The move came in response Read More
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                                                     Alonso: Suzuka F1 was 'inside my top five' best weekends ever            Alonso qualified fifth at Suzuka and eventually finished sixth, losing out to the Ferrari of Charles Leclerc.He managed to stay clear of the Mercedes of George Russell and the McLaren of Oscar Piastri in the closing laps of the race.He Read More
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                                                     Ecclestone emerges as only winner from Horner/Perez F1 bet            With Perez returning to the Japanese Grand Prix for the first time since one of his most disappointing events of the 2023 campaign, Horner was especially intrigued about how well the Mexican would do.So, with Perez’s previous best qualifying performance in Japan Read More
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                                                     Katherine Legge lands Indy 500 ride with Dale Coyne Racing            Legge, 43, will drive DCR’s Rick Ware Racing-partnered No. 51 Honda and feature primary sponsorship from e.l.f. Cosmetics. In expanding its partnership with Legge, e.l.f. Cosmetics becomes the first-ever beauty brand to serve as a primary sponsor of an entry Read More
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                                                     Team manager dies in paddock incident in Barcelona            Amid preparations for the opening round of the season, Gerhard Freundorfer was involved in a fatal incident with one of the Proton Huber trucks in the Circuit de Barcelona-Catalunya paddock on Tuesday.Although the circuit medical staff were quickly able to Read More
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                                                     Russell: Dirty air is causing F1 helmet turbulence problems            Dirty air has become a talking point this season in the context of how closely drivers can follow other cars.However, Russell notes that it has also impacted his comfort in the cockpit, having highlighted the issue on team radio in Read More
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                                                     Aprilia boss says money shouldn't be determining factor in MotoGP rider's future            Fabio Quartararo, the 2021 world champion, announced last week that he would stay at Yamaha for another two years despite speculation linking him with other teams as the Japanese manufacturer continues to struggle to be competitive.Autosport understands that the French Read More
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                                                     F1 race winner Kovalainen recovering from open-heart surgery            The former McLaren, Renault, Caterham and Lotus F1 driver announced in March that he would undergo an operation after being diagnosed with an ascending aortic aneurysm, a medical condition that affects the arteries.As a result of the diagnosis, Kovalainen has halted Read More
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                                                     How data plays a role in every area of modern motorsport            But its importance stretches beyond the pursuit of victory. The real-time link between the cars on track and the banks of computer screens scrutinised by the teams and race officials has a part to play in ensuring that the racing Read More
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                                                     Prema to join IndyCar Series from 2025            One of the most successful junior formula programs in history with 80 titles and counting, Prema’s expansion into North America’s premier open-wheel championship will begin by fielding two full-time entries powered by Chevrolet, with next year marking the team’s first Read More
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                                                     Katsuta identifies "next step" required to claim first WRC win            The Toyota driver recorded a fifth career WRC podium finish earlier this month after finishing second at Safari Rally Kenya.The result equalled the Japanese driver's best finish, also achieved in Kenya when he finished runner-up to Sebastien Ogier in 2021.Competing Read More
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                                                     The challenges and opportunities facing gearbox manufacturing            Formula 2 launched its all-new 2024 machinery late last year and, while the visually striking aerodynamic changes dominated the headlines, it was all change under the bodywork too. This included a new six-speed longitudinal Hewland sequential gearbox, replacing the previous Read More
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                                                     Why Mercedes' Japan F1 podium claims seem far-fetched            At Suzuka, Mercedes endured another disappointing weekend, in which George Russell finished seventh and Lewis Hamilton ninth – reversing their respective qualifying positions in a train behind Fernando Alonso.According to team boss Wolff, Mercedes' rough qualifying was compounded by an "atrocious" first Read More
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                                                     F1’s 2026 active aero plan set for change after alarming simulator findings            As part of the effort to increase car performance to help accommodate the characteristics of the new turbo hybrid engines that feature a 50/50 power split between the internal combustion engine and battery, the new cars are going to have Read More
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